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Abstract. Bias infects the algorithms that wield increasing control over our lives.
Predictive policing systems overestimate crime in communities of color; hiring al-
gorithms dock qualified female candidates; and facial recognition software strug-
gles to recognize dark-skinned faces. Algorithmic bias has received significant at-
tention. Algorithmic neutrality, in contrast, has been largely neglected. Algorith-
mic neutrality is my topic. I take up three questions. What is algorithmic neutral-
ity? Is algorithmic neutrality possible? When we have algorithmic neutrality in
mind, what can we learn about algorithmic bias? To answer these questions in
concrete terms, I work with a case study: search engines. Drawing on work about
neutrality in science, I say that a search engine is neutral only if certain values—like
political ideologies or the financial interests of the search engine operator—play no
role in how the search engine ranks pages. Search neutrality, I argue, is impossi-
ble. Its impossibility seems to threaten the significance of search bias: if no search
engine is neutral, then every search engine is biased. To defuse this threat, I dis-
tinguish two forms of bias—failing-on-its-own-terms bias and exogenous-values
bias. This distinction allows us to make sense of search bias, and capture its nor-
mative complexion, despite the impossibility of neutrality.

1 Introduction

In 2005, Adam and Shivaun Raff started a small business: Foundem, a comparison-
shopping site similar to Google Shopping. Foundem showed promise. At one point,
it was hailed the U.K.’s best comparison-shopping site. But on June 26, 2006, Google
changed its search algorithm, dropping foundem.com from the top three search results
to the 70s. By all indications, Foundem’s drop in Google’s rankings was not due to a
drop in quality. Foundem.com still held a top place in Yahoo’s and Microsoft’s search
rankings. But in the search engine optimization industry, it’s said that if you want to
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bury a body, you put it on the second page of Google. Foundem was no exception. It
would not recover from the loss of traffic from Google (Manthorpe, 2018).

In oneway, Foundem’s story is unremarkable: Foundemalleged that theywere vic-
tims of algorithmic bias, and it’s well documented that algorithmic bias is pervasive
in search engines and algorithms more generally. For example, in 2017 the European
Union found that Google’s search engine was biased in its own favor; Google Shopping
undeservedly enjoyed higher search rankings than rival comparison shopping services,
including Foundem (European Commission, 2017). (The result was a €2.42 billion
fine.) Search engines are biased in other ways, too. Introna and Nissenbaum (2000)
argued that the technical architecture of search engines excludes the voices of the less
powerful and less wealthy. Noble (2012, 2019) revealed how search engines perpetuate
sexism and racism by returning highly sexualized results for queries like ‘Black girls’.
We find bias infecting algorithmic systems of all kinds—for example, predictive polic-
ing systems that overestimate crime in communities of color (Lum and Isaac, 2016);
hiring algorithms that dock qualified female candidates (Barocas and Selbst, 2016);
and facial recognition software that struggles to recognize dark-skinned female faces
(Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018).

In another way, though, Foundem’s story is remarkable: following Foundem’s de-
motion in Google’s search rankings, its founders initiated the search neutrality move-
ment, which calls for search engines to be, well, neutral. Algorithmic neutrality has re-
ceived little attention, despite the considerable work that’s been devoted to algorithmic
bias. (Algorithmic fairness has received significant attention—see e.g. (Castro, 2019)
and (Hedden, 2021)—but how fairness and neutrality relate to one another is, quite
generally, far from clear. For example, neutrality, as I’ll characterize, is a descriptive
notion, while fairness is a normative one.)

Algorithmic neutrality is the subject of this paper. I take up three questions. What
is algorithmic neutrality? Is algorithmic neutrality possible?Whenwehave algorithmic
neutrality in mind, what can we learn about algorithmic bias?

To answer these questions in concrete terms, I will work with a case study: search
engines. Search engines warrant special attention because they themselves are remark-
able in discussions of algorithmic bias. Search neutrality, in addition to being a partic-
ularly rich topic, is one of only two sorts of algorithmic neutrality to receive sustained
public, academic, and legal attention.3 (For work on search neutrality, see e.g. (Grim-
melmann, 2010), (Crane, 2012), and (Gillespie, 2014).)

The paper takes in turn each of the three questions, as applied to search engines.
§2 asks: “what is search neutrality?” In answering, I draw on work about neutrality in
science. §3 asks: “is search neutrality in possible?” I answer no. §4 and §5 ask: “when
we have search neutrality inmind, what canwe learn about search bias?” I consider, for
example, how to make sense of search bias given that search neutrality is impossible.
My accounts of search neutrality and bias are stated in terms of the aim of a given
search engine; §6, explores the notion of an aim. §7 generalizesmy discussion of search
engines to algorithmic systems of all kinds.

3The other is net neutrality.
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2 What is search neutrality?

To characterize search neutrality, I will first characterize a more general kind of neu-
trality—algorithmic or otherwise—of which I will argue search neutrality is an instance.

Imagine a governmental agency in charge of distributing vaccines among a coun-
try’s provinces. The law mandates that vaccines be distributed to provinces so as to
maximize lives saved. But, motivated by political allegiances, the agency withholds
vaccines from provinces that are governed by a certain party. In so doing, it does not
distribute vaccines neutrally. Or imagine that you are teaching a course and assigning
grades for participation. You don’t keep a record of participation, instead going off of
memory. You happen to knowwhich students in your class have parents that donate to
your university. Despite your best efforts to assign grades simply on the basis of partic-
ipation you subconsciously inflate the participation grades of students whose parents
donate. In so doing, you do not assign grades neutrally. Or imagine a scientist investi-
gating the effects of smoking on cancer. Her research is funded by a tobacco company,
and she selectively ignores evidence that would be unfavorable to her funders’ financial
interests. In so doing, she does not carry out her research neutrally.

To articulate the kind of neutrality common to these cases, it will help to look at
the literature on a certain kind of neutrality: neutrality in science.4 (Or, as it’s often
put, “value-freedom” in science.) This literature offers a characterization of neutrality
in science—stated below—that explains why the cancer researcher violates neutrality.
I argue that this characterization can generalize to cover cases of all kinds.

Neutrality in science5
Science is neutral only if non-epistemic values play no role in how core scientific
practices are conducted.

For example, science is not neutral in the case of the cancer researcher because a non-
epistemic value (her funder’s financial interests) plays a role in how she conducts a
core scientific practice (gathering evidence).

Just how should this characterization of scientific neutrality be understood? For
my purposes, the key notion is the distinction between epistemic and non-epistemic
values. Non-epistemic values are most easily understood in contrast to epistemic val-
ues, which are usually understood as values that aim at truth (Steele, 2012). Common
examples include empirical adequacy and internal consistency. Non-epistemic values
do not aim at truth. Examples include financial interests, political ideologies, and the
preservation of human life.6

There is much more to be said about scientific neutrality. We could, for example,
delve into debates about what counts as a core scientific practice. (The basic idea is that
scientific neutrality does not seem threatened by non-epistemic values playing a role
in how scientists choose research projects, but it does seem threatened by such values

4In connecting questions of algorithmic bias and neutrality to the literature on neutrality in science, I
follow Dotan (2020), Fazelpour and Danks (2021), and Johnson (fc), among others.

5See e.g. (Douglas, 2009).
6Some—e.g. Longino (1990)—deny that there is a clean distinction to draw here at all. Whether they’re

right is orthogonal to my purposes.
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playing a role in evidencing gathering.Gathering evidence is in the relevant sense a core
scientific practice; choosing a research project is not.) We could also discuss whether
ideal science is neutral: theorists debate whether it’s even possible for science to be
neutral—and if so, whether it should be.

To shed light on algorithmic neutrality, we need not address these debates. Rather,
what’s of interest is the basic notion of neutrality that debates are about: why should
scientific neutrality require that non-epistemic values play no role in core scientific
practices? I suggest that it’s because science, as traditionally understood, aims at truth
(Reiss and Sprenger, 2020). Truth is science’s north star. Scientific neutrality therefore
demands that core scientific practices are guided only by that star. If non-epistemic
values—values that do not aim at truth—play a role in core scientific practices, those
practices deviate from science’s aim. Science is thereby not neutral.

The idea, put another way, is that behind this standard characterization of scien-
tific neutrality lies the thesis that epistemic values are endogenous to the aimof science,
and that non-epistemic values are exogenous to it. This suggests amore general charac-
terization notion of neutrality that extends beyond the case of science—a characteriza-
tion in terms of the aim of a system or practice and values that are either endogenous or
exogenous to that aim. This general characterization, I maintain, is the kind of neutral-
ity at issue in the examples I gave above. In the vaccine case, the law aims to distribute
vaccines to maximize saving lives. When values that are exogenous to this aim—e.g.
political values—play a role in how the agency distributes vaccines, the agency’s distri-
bution practice is thereby not neutral. Likewise, your grading policy aims to distribute
grades on the basis of participation. When values that are exogenous to this aim—e.g.
financial values—play a role in how you give grades, your grading practice is thereby
not neutral.

I propose to characterize neutrality in search engines in terms of their aim and
the values that are endogenous and exogenous to it. Wemust then ask: what do search
engines aim at? The standard answer is that search engines aim to give relevant results
(Munton, 2022). As Google CEO Sunday Pichai puts it: ‘We provide users with... the
most relevant information. And that’s our true north’ (C-SPAN, 2018). Why think that
search engines aim to give relevant results? Because the Internet is vast.Whenwewant
to find information or explore a topic online, we often cannot do it on our own, or at
least not easily. We often don’t know which websites have the information that we’re
looking for, or which pages on a website would be of help. And so we turn to search
engines.We give them queries and, if all goes well, they give us relevant results (exactly
what this amounts to I explore in §3).

Some search engines aim not to give results that are simply relevant, but that also
meet some further criteria—such as results that are useful or that have true content.
From now through §4, I will focus on search engines that aim simply to give relevant
results (and to reduce clutter, will oftenwrite ‘search engines’ instead of ‘search engines
that aim to give relevant results’). Everything I will say generalizes to search engines
with other aims. In §5, I discuss such search engines, and in §6, I discuss what it is for a
search engine to have an aim. (I should note also that the kinds of search engines that
I discuss in this paper are of the traditional style that returns a ranked list of webpages
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when given a query.However, what I say applies equally well to a newer brand of search
engine that uses generative artificial intelligence, directly delivering a response to the
query without necessarily providing a list of links.)

Search engines that aim simply at relevance are of special interest because of the
pride of place that relevance holds in common understandings of search engines (as
we’ve just seen) and both search neutrality and search bias (as you’ll see just below
and then in §4.1). For such search engines, we can characterize neutrality like this:

Neutrality in search
A search engine that aims at relevance is neutral only if values other than rele-
vance play no role in how the search engine ranks pages.

Relevance is endogenous to a search engine that aims to give relevant results; all other
values are exogenous.

Consider some examples. Imagine a search engine operator that intentionally ranks
pages of its own products above those of its competitors’ even when its competitors’
pages are more relevant. (This is exactly what the EU fined Google for doing.) A value
other than relevance—the exogenous value of the operator’s financial interests—plays a
role in how the search engine ranks pages. The search engine is not neutral. Or imagine
that an exposé has been published about a scandal involving a certain politician, Ms. F.
The operators of a search engine are partial to Ms. F’s political party and so engineer
their search engine to rank the webpage on which the exposé is published far down
in the search results for the query ‘Ms. F scandal’. A value other than relevance—the
exogenous value of a political ideology—plays a role in how the search engine ranks
pages. The search engine is not neutral.

Compare how I’ve characterized search neutrality with how it’s normally charac-
terized by search engine operators, their critics, and scholars alike. For example:

We [i.e. Google] do get concerns [about political bias] across both sides of
the aisle. I can assure you we do this [i.e. deliver search results] in a neutral
way. And we do this based on a specific keyword, what we are able to assess
as the most relevant information. (Google CEO Sundar Pichai in (C-SPAN,
2018))

SearchNeutrality canbedefined as the principle that search engines… should
have no editorial policies other than that their results be… based solely on
relevance. (Search Neutrality, 2009)

Search neutrality... at its heart is some idea that Internet search engines
ought... [to] employ “neutral” search algorithms that determine search re-
sult rankings based on some “objective” metric of relevance. (Crane, 2012,
p. 1199)

The similarity between these characterizations and mine is no accident. Implicit in
them is what I have made explicit: when we take relevance as the aim of search en-
gines, we can—in keeping with the general, aim-based understanding of neutrality—
characterize search neutrality in terms of relevance.
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3 Is search neutrality possible?

Search neutrality is not possible. This I argue in §3.1. I then develop and reply to objec-
tions to my argument in §3.2 and §3.3.

3.1 Search neutrality is impossible

Let me begin by introducing the notion of a multidimensional concept. Consider in-
telligence. Jack, imagine, is quicker-witted than Nashid but worse at solving mathe-
matical problems (Kamp, 1975). Is Jack more intelligent than Nashid? It seems that
there may be no good answer to this question. Certainly, along one dimension of intel-
ligence, quick-wittedness, he is more intelligent. Along another dimension, ability to
solvemathematical problems, he is not. But is hemore intelligent, full stop? To answer
this question, we must have some way to compare Jack’s superior quick-wittedness to
Nashid’s superior mathematical problem-solving ability—we must have some way to
weight the dimensions of intelligence against one another. How, then, should these
dimensions be weighted?

Many theorists—such as Kamp (1975) and Sen (1997)—argue that for intelligence,
or other multi-dimensional concepts, there is no way that these dimensions should
be weighted. In other words, there is no privileged weighting. These theorists con-
clude that multidimensional concepts therefore generate incomparability. Jack is nei-
ther more nor less intelligent than Nashid, nor are they equally intelligent. They are
incomparable with respect to intelligence. This move—from multidimensionality to
incomparability—is made by many, although it’s questioned by some,7 and I will as-
sume that it’s legitimate without further argument.

Relevance, I maintain, is a multidimensional concept. To see why, consider a case
analogous to Jack andNashid’s. Imagine that you enter ‘hurricane’ into a search engine.
What might pages relevant to this query discuss? There are many candidates. For ex-
ample: what a hurricane is; whether human-caused global warming has exacerbated
the frequency or intensity of hurricanes; natural disasters similar to hurricanes, like
tsunamis or tornadoes; the human toll of hurricanes, or how that toll is unequal across
racial and socioeconomic lines; hurricanes that are often discussed (for example, in the
United States, Hurricane Katrina of 2005); how governments in different parts of the
world respond differently to hurricanes; stories about particular people or communi-
ties who have been affected by hurricanes. The list could go on.

Now imagine two pages, P1 and P2. P1 discusses in detail how hurricanes form,
the nature of forest fires, and the history of Hurricane Hortense of 1984 (a hurricane
that had a low death toll and no other particularly remarkable features). P2 only briefly
notes how hurricanes form, the nature of tornadoes, and the history of Hurricane Ka-
trina. I maintain that P1 is more relevant than P2 along some dimensions of relevance
but not along others.

What are these dimensions? One is a certain kind of aboutness. Facts about how
hurricanes form, for example, are about hurricanes in a way that facts about, say, the

7See e.g. (Dorr et al., fc).
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nutritional value of mushrooms are not. Another dimension is a certain kind of popu-
larity. Hurricane Katrina ismore often discussed—it’s amore popular topic—thanHur-
ricane Hortense, and so pages that discuss Katrina rather than Hortense are, along the
dimension of popularity, more relevant. Another dimension still is similarity; pages
that discuss tornadoes are more relevant along this dimension than pages that discuss
forest fires. The final dimension I’ll discuss—there are no doubt more—is a certain in-
formativeness (Roberts, 2012). In particular, the amount of information concerning
topics that are about the search term, or that are popular, or that are similar. A given
webpage might carry more information concerning hurricanes than another, and in so
doing be more relevant than the other along this dimension.

Is P1 more, less, or equally as relevant as P2, not merely along a dimension, but
full stop? To answer this question, we must have some way to weight the dimensions
of relevance against one another. But there is no privileged weighting of these dimen-
sions, just as there is no privileged weighting of the dimensions of intelligence. And
so P1 and P2 are incomparable with respect to relevance, just as Jack and Nashid are
incomparable with respect to intelligence.

We can now give a first-pass statement of my argument. A search engine that aims
to rank pages on the basis of relevance cannot rank one page above another if those
pages are incomparable with respect to relevance. The best it can do is to rank one
page over another on the basis of a given weighting of the dimensions of relevance.
But which weighting? One cannot advert to the aim of relevance itself to answer this
question since there is no privileged weighting. In other words, the aim of relevance
underdetermines which weighting to use in ranking pages, and so underdetermines
how to rank pages. Values other than relevance must play a role in determining what
this weighting is. Values other than relevance must then play a role in ranking pages.
Search neutrality is impossible.8 (My argument here parallels arguments that scientific
neutrality is impossible on the grounds that the aim of truth underdetermines how to
conduct core scientific practices.9)

3.2 Objection: the searcher’s purposes

An objector might contest my claim that the aim of relevance underdetermines how
to weight relevance’s dimensions. The objector’s reasoning would begin with an obser-
vation with which I agree: using search engines is a certain way of inquiring, and in
general, what is relevant to an inquiry varies with its purpose (Anderson, 1995). This
fact is evocatively evinced by Garfinkel (1981):

When [infamous bank robber]Willie Suttonwas in prison, a priest whowas
trying to reformhim asked himwhy he robbed banks. ‘Well,’ Sutton replied,
‘that’s where the money is.’ Clearly there are different… purposes shaping
the question and answer. [The priest and Sutton] take different things... to
stand in need of explanation.(Garfinkel, 1981, p. 21, emphasis mine)

8For other arguments that neutral search is somehow impossible or incoherent see e.g. (Grimmelmann,
2010) and (Gillespie, 2014).

9See e.g. (Rudner, 1953).
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In the case of search, what is relevant to a search query varies with the purpose
of the searcher making the query. Imagine two people. The purpose of one aligns with
Sutton’s; the purpose of the other aligns with the priest’s. Each person enters ‘Why did
Sutton rob banks?’ into a search engine.What’s relevant to this very same search query
differs by the searcher’s purpose. For a purpose like Sutton’s, the most relevant pages
concern issues like the financial windfall, degree of difficulty, and risk of imprisonment
in robbing banks rather than, say, grocery stores or movie theaters. For a purpose like
the priest’s, the most relevant pages concern issues like Sutton’s motives, character, or
religious background.

We should not simply talk, then, of whether one page is more relevant than an-
other. We should rather talk of whether one page is more relevant than another given
a purpose. It’s for this reason that the statement of my underdetermination argument
in §3.1 was only a first pass. I had made a key claim about underdetermination—call
it my ‘underdetermination claim’—that made no mention of purposes. My underde-
termination claim, as stated, was simply that the aim of relevance underdetermines
how to weight the dimensions of relevance. This claim, properly stated, is for at least
some purposes, the aim of relevance underdetermines how to weight the dimensions
of relevance given those purposes. On this much, my objector and I agree.

But the objector goes further. She says the searcher’s purposes determine how to
weight the dimensions of relevance, and indeed that every purpose determines how
to weight these dimensions. For every purpose, then, there is no underdetermination.
Neutral search may be possible after all.

It might be that some purposes do determine how to weight the dimensions of rel-
evance. But not all purposes do. Imagine that a schoolchild searches ‘hurricanes’ with
the purpose of exploring the topic of hurricanes. She has just heard about hurricanes
for the first time and is simply curious to know more about them; she has no particu-
lar aspects or facts about hurricanes in mind. All of the considerations that I appealed
to in §3.1—in support of the thesis that the aim of relevance underdetermines how to
weight its dimensions for the query ‘hurricanes’—apply in the schoolchild’s case. They
all apply for exploratory purposes.

We have thus established my underdetermination claim, properly stated: for at
least some purposes—exploratory purposes—the aim of relevance underdetermines
how to weight the dimensions of relevance given those purposes. (I suspect that the
purposes ofmost searches have an exploratory element, but whether they do is inessen-
tial to my argument.) Search neutrality remains impossible.

3.3 Objection: randomness

An objector could go along with my underdetermination claim, but resist my conclu-
sion that search neutrality is therefore impossible. Specifically, the objector might say
that if one picks randomly among the possible weightings, then neutrality may well be
possible. It’s natural to think that as a general fact, one is neutral if one picks randomly,
and not neutral if one does not.

The objection fails. To see why, consider an analogy. Imagine that there is an up-
coming election in the U.S. There are two Democratic candidates and four Republican
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candidates. A certain news outlet can interview only one candidate and it commits to
choosing randomly in determining who to interview. But randomly among what? It
could pick randomly among individual candidates, giving each candidate an equal—
one-in-six—chance to be interviewed. Or it could pick randomly along party lines, giv-
ing each party an equal—one-in-two—chance to have a candidate of theirs interviewed.
Or it could pick randomly along any other number of lines—gender lines, racial lines,
etc.

Let us adopt the objector’s view about the connection between randomness and
neutrality. Then we conclude that if the news outlet picks randomly among individ-
ual candidates, it’s neutral among individual candidates but not neutral along party
lines. (There is a two-in-six chance that a Democratic candidate is interviewed, but a
four-in-six chance that a Republican candidate is interviewed.) If the news outlet picks
randomly along party lines, it’s neutral along party lines but not among individual can-
didates. (Each Democratic candidate has a one-in-four chance of being interviewed,
but each Republican candidate has a one-in-eight chance.10) So, in selecting which can-
didate to interview, the news outlet can be neutral among individual candidates or it
can be neutral along party lines, but it’s impossible to be neutral in both ways at once.

It will help to state the point in terms of sets. Consider the set of candidates. There
are different ways of partitioning this set into cells (or subsets). In one partition there
are two cells—one is the set of Democratic candidates and the other is the set of Re-
publican candidates. In another partition, each candidate is a member of her own cell.
In selecting which candidate to interview, the news outlet can at best be neutral with
respect to a partition, by randomizing among the cells of the partition. But even if the
news outlet is neutral with respect to any given partition, it’s impossible for it to be
neutral with respect to every partition all at once.

As for the news outlet, so too for search engines. Consider the set of the dimensions
of relevance. Just as there are different ways of partitioning the set of candidates, there
are different ways of partitioning the set of weightings. Just as the news outlet can be
neutral with respect to a partition on the set of candidates by randomizing among the
partition’s cells, a search engine can be neutral with respect to a partition on the set of
weightings by randomizing among the partition’s cells. Just as it’s impossible for the
news outlet to be neutral with respect to every partition on the set of candidates all at
once, it’s impossible for a search engine to be neutral with respect to every partition on
the set of weightings all at once. Search neutrality remains impossible.

4 What can we learn about bias? Two forms of bias

The impossibility of search neutrality seems to threaten the significance of search bias.
After all, if no search engine is neutral, then every search engine is biased. And as
Antony (1993) provocatively askswhen discussing bias in epistemology: “If bias is ubiq-
uitous and ineliminable… what are we complaining about?” (p. 136). Do complaints
of search bias rest on a mistake? The answer is no. Below, I distinguish two forms

10If we assume, for simplicity, that the Democrats have the same chance as each other and the Repub-
licans have the same chance as one another.
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of search bias—failing-on-its-own-terms bias and exogenous-values bias—and show
that complaints about either form are on firm footing.

4.1 Failing-on-its-own-terms bias

To get a grip on failing-on-its-own terms bias, consider an algorithm that aims to rank
pages according to how recently they were updated. More recently updated pages are
to be ranked above less recently updated ones. This algorithm fails on its own terms
if how it ranks pages deviates from how recently they were updated. It fails on its own
terms if, for example, it ranks a Google Shopping page that was updated yesterday
above a page of Foundem that was updated today.

The system is biased in failing on its own terms if it fails on its own terms system-
atically. Specifically, the system is biased in failing on its own terms if how it ranks cer-
tain kinds of pages systematically deviates from how recently they were updated. (This
is an instance of a more general understanding of bias—that we find in other domains,
most prominently statistics—according to which bias is a matter of systematic devia-
tion with respect to a baseline (Fazelpour and Danks, 2021).) The system exhibits such
bias if, for example, it tends to rank Google Shopping pages above pages of competi-
tors’ shopping services even when Google Shopping’s pages were less recently updated
than its competitors’.

The same goes for a search engine that aims at relevance. Such a search engine
fails on its own terms if how it ranks pages deviates from how relevant those pages are.
There is subtlety here, since some pages are incomparable with respect to relevance.
Recall the two pages, P1 and P2, that are incomparable with respect to relevance (for
the query ‘hurricanes’). If a search engine ranks P1 above P2 or vice versa, its ranking
does not deviate from relevance. Some pages, though, are comparable with respect to
relevance. Some pages are simplymore relevant than others. (Put one way, some pages
are more relevant than others according to every way of weighting the dimensions of
relevance.) It’s with such pages that we can define deviating from relevance. Take the
query ‘Foundem’. Foundem.com ismore relevant to this query than aGoogle Shopping
page. If a search engine ranks foundem.com below a Google Shopping page for this
query, how the search engine ranks those pages deviates from how relevant they are.
If such deviations are systematic, they amount to bias:

Failing-on-its-own-terms bias
A search engine that aims at relevance is biased in failing on its own terms if how
it ranks certain kinds of pages deviates systematically from how relevant those
pages are.

Failing-on-its-own-terms bias is, I argue, the kind of bias at issue in the prominent
accusations of bias I discussed in §1—accusations from the EU, Noble, and Introna
and Nissenbaum (2000) (but for the sake of space, I won’t discuss Introna and Nis-
senbaum’s concerns here).

When the EU levied its €2.42 billion fine against Google, part of the rationale was
that Google systematically placed Google Shopping at the top of the shopping-related
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search results, while systematically placing rival comparison shopping services on the
fourth page and below. Google Shopping may well be more relevant than these other
services. But whatever gap there is in relevance between Google Shopping and its com-
petitors, that gap is presumably not so big that it warrants systematically awarding
Google Shopping the top search result and relegating competitors to the fourth page
and below (European Commission, 2017). How Google’s search engine ranks pages of
Google’s products and those of its competitors systematically deviates from how rele-
vant those pages are. In other words, Google’s search engine was biased in failing on
its own terms.

Turn now to Noble’s concerns about queries like ‘Filipina girls’. On July 19, 2022,
for example, entering this query (in a “private” browser with no search history) re-
turned sexualized results fromall of themost-used search engines in theEnglish-speak-
ing world—Google’s,Microsoft’s, Yahoo’s, andDuckDuckGo’s. In one search, for exam-
ple, the following were three of the four top-ranked pages: “What Philippines Girls like
in BED,” “Dating a Filipino Woman - Russian brides,” “Dating a Filipina Woman: The
Complete Guide for Men.”

How do such results relate to bias? Recall that which results are relevant to a
given query partly depends on the purpose for which the query is made. Imagine two
searchers who enter the query, ‘Filipina girls’. The first searcher is interested in dating
Filipina women; the second is a high school student researching the role of Filipina
girls in civil rights movements (to adapt a case from (Noble, 2012)). The relevance of
sexualized results differs by the purposes of these searchers. Sexualized results may
well be highly relevant given the purpose of the first searcher. But they are patently
not highly relevant (if relevant at all) given the purposes of the second searcher (Noble
2012, 2019). So, a search engine that aims at relevance fails on its own terms if it ranks
sexualized pages highly for the student’s purpose. Such a search engine might return
results systematically. If it does so, it’s biased in failing on its own terms.

The inevitable non-neutrality of search engines threatens to rob complaints of
search bias of normative force. Complaints of failing-on-its-own-terms bias are not
subject to this threat.While it’s inevitable that search engines are not neutral, it’s not in-
evitable that search engines are biased in failing on their own terms. It’s not inevitable,
for example, that a search engine returns sexualized results for the query ‘Filipina girls’.

We now know that complaints of failing-on-its-own-terms bias have normative
force. What is that force? The answer is that such complaints pack a powerful punch.
For example, whenNoble called the world’s attention to the results that search engines
deliver for queries like ‘Filipina girls’, she did not “merely” show that those results re-
inforced sexism. She also showed, as she herself emphasizes, that the search results
reinforced sexism because the search engines systematically failed at what they them-
selves were trying to do—in other words, because the search engines were biased in
failing on their own terms.

This fact precludes a certain defense of bias thatmight bemade on behalf of search
engines. We can get a grip on the defense by considering the following passage from
Grimmelmann (2010):

Every search result requires both a user to contribute a search query, and
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websites to contribute the content to be ranked. Neither users nor websites
are passive participants; both can be wildly, profoundly biased... Some bias
is going to leak through [into search results] as long as search engines help
users find what they want. And helping users find what they want is such a
profound good that one should be skeptical of trying to inhibit it. (pp. 446–
7)

While Grimmelmann does not discuss results of the kind Noble discusses, one might
defend these results by adapting hiswell-articulated thought to concern them: “It’s well
documented that women are perniciously sexualized. That sexualization is a certain
form of bias, which manifests itself both in the websites that Google ranks high for
queries like ‘Filipina girls’ and in the users who are interested in those sites. That bias,
though, resides entirely in the users and the websites, not in the search engine itself.
ForGoogle to try to combat this kind of bias by changing its search results would inhibit
the profound good that its search engine provides.”

This Grimmelmann-inspired defense of bias is a non-starter with failing-on-its-
own-terms bias. One can concede that when search engines yield sexualized results for
‘Filipina girls’ for purposes relative towhich such sites are relevant, the search engines
does provide the good that it promises: giving relevant results. And one can concede
that to change search results for such purposes would inhibit that good. The same does
not apply for purposes relative to which such sites are not relevant. In delivering the
results that it does for such purposes, a search engine that aims at relevance fails on its
own terms—it does not provide the good that it promises. To change the search results
would not inhibit that good. It would promote it.

The Grimmelmann-inspired defense attempts to pass the normative buck to users
andwebsites, locating the bias entirely in them, and not at all in the search engine itself.
But the buck cannot be wholly passed. Users and websites are biased, yes, but failing-
on-its-own-terms bias is due to what the search engine itself is doing—systematically
failing on its own terms—not in what searchers or websites are doing. The search en-
gine itself, or rather its operator, must answer for how its results reinforce sexism.

Before concluding §4.1, let me note that failing-on-its-own-terms bias is a purely
descriptive notion. Certain instances of failing-on-its-own-terms bias are cause for con-
cern, as we’ve just seen. But other formsmay be harmless or even desirable, as I discuss
in §5 and §6.

4.2 Exogenous-values bias

A search engine that aims at relevance is neutral only if values other than relevance
play no role in how the search engine ranks pages. Correspondingly:

Exogenous-values bias
A search engine that aims at relevance is exogenous-values biased if values other
than relevance play a role in how the search engine ranks pages.

Because values other than relevance must play a role in how a search engine ranks
pages, every search engine is inevitably exogenous-values biased.
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What does this mean from the normative point of view? The inevitability of exoge-
nous-values bias is not in and of itself a problem. Exogenous-values bias—like failing-
on-its-own-terms bias—is a purely descriptive notion. It’s simply a matter of whether
certain values play a role in howa search engine ranks pages, not ofwhether such values
playing that role is cause for concern or celebration or neither. But the inevitability of
exogenous-values bias does prompt us to ask whether complaints of bias then have any
normative force. To answer, we must distinguish two roles that exogenous values may
play: they can override relevance or they can complement it.

Imagine that a search engine ranks a less relevant page above a more relevant
one (for some search given some purpose). If it does so because an exogenous value is
at play, then that other value overrides relevance. For example, call to mind the case
from §2 of the politician Ms. F, who is embroiled in a scandal about which an exposé
has beenwritten. To protectMs. F, a search engine operator that favors her party ranks
the page on which the exposé was published far down in search results for the query
‘Ms. F scandal’. An exogenous value—a political ideology—overrides relevance. (If the
search engine were to rank pages in this way systematically, it would be failing-on-
its-own-terms biased. Generally, when exogenous value values systematically override
relevance, there is failing-on-its-own-terms bias.)

It’s not inevitable that exogenous values override relevance. In the case of Ms. F,
for example, the search engine could simply rank the highly relevant page, on which
the story about Ms. F was published, high in its search rankings. It’s no mystery, then,
how complaints about values overriding relevance can have normative force.

Because the aim of relevance underdetermines how to weight the dimensions of
relevance, exogenous values must play a role in determining how to weight these di-
mensions. When they do so, they complement relevance. Given that it’s inevitable that
exogenous values complement relevance, what are we complaining about when we
complain about exogenous values complementing relevance? The complaint cannot
be that exogenous values play this role, but ratherwhich values these are. Such a com-
plaint can have normative bite, since it’s not inevitable that one value rather than an-
other plays this role. And so the question to be answered in adjudicating complaints
of inevitable exogenous-values bias is simply: which values should complement rele-
vance?

To answer this question would take us beyond the scope of this paper, but I will
point to where we might look in developing an answer. First, to those, such as Ander-
son (1995),who are concernedwith the analogous question ofwhich values should com-
plement epistemic values in conducting scientific practices. Second, to authors, such as
Mager (2023), who discuss what values, other than relevance, should play a role in how
search engine deliver results. And third, to the various fields—such as value-sensitive
design, responsible research and innovation, and design justice—that concern the role
that values should play in building technologies in general.11

11See (Fazelpour and Danks, 2021) for similar points.
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5 What canwe learnaboutbias?On thenormative significance
of a search engine’s aim

As I noted in §2, some search engines aim to give results that are not only relevant
but that also meet some further criteria. A search engine might aim to give results that
are not just relevant but that also have true content; or are useful; or that satisfy the
searcher’s preferences; or some combination of these; or some combination of rele-
vance with other notions still. The fact that search engines differ in their aims brings
into view something else we can learn about bias: the normative significance of certain
forms of bias for a given search engine is beholden to the normative significance of the
search engine’s aim. To see why this is so, consider another case study, a search engine
that aims to give results that are both relevant and have true content. (To reduce clut-
ter, call such search engines ‘relevance-truth engines’ and call search engines that aim
simply at relevance ‘relevance engines’.)

The idea that search engines should give results that are not only relevant, but also
have true content, has gained traction in response to the online spread of misinforma-
tion. This is because search engines that simply give relevant results accelerate that
spread (Bush and Zaheer, 2019). Consider, for example, the question ‘did the Holo-
caust happen?’ A theory that the Holocaust did not happen is relevant to this question,
just as the actual history of the Holocaust is. (In general, both p and not-p are rel-
evant to the question of whether p (Roberts, 2012).) So, a relevance engine will rank
highly pages that discussHolocaust denial theories. This is in fact exactlywhatGoogle’s
search engine used to do. In December 2016, for example, the top search result for the
query ‘did the Holocaust happen?’ was a page—from the site of the American neo-Nazi
group Stormfront—titled ‘Top 10 reasons why the holocaust didn’t happen’ (Roberts,
2016b). The relevance of this page was exactly what Google appealed to in explaining
its search results:

“The fact that hate sites appear in Search results does not mean that Google
endorses these views,” said the spokesperson in a statement. According to
the company, a site’s ranking in search results is determined by computer
algorithms using hundreds of factors to calculate a page’s relevance to a
given query. (Roberts, 2016b)

Because Stormfront’s page was relevant to the query, its high place in search results
was the correct result, if a disturbing one, for a relevance engine.

In contrast, a relevance-truth engine would not rank Stormfront’s site so high,
since it’s shot-through with falsehoods. Google’s search engine no longer ranks Storm-
front’s site so high (or ranks it at all) for this very reason (Roberts, 2016a).

Relevance-truth engines differ from relevance engines in their criteria for bias and
neutrality. Consider failing-on-its-own-terms bias, for example. As we’ve said, a rele-
vance engine is biased in failing on its own terms if how it ranks certain kinds of pages
deviates systematically from how relevant those pages are. Likewise, a relevance-truth
engine is biased in failing on its own terms if how it ranks certain kinds of pages devi-
ates systematically from how relevant and true the content of those pages is.
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How a search engine ranks pages may amount to bias if the search engine has
one aim but not if it has another. Imagine a search engine that systematically ranks
pages lowly that carry misinformation, even when those pages are relevant to a query.
If the search engine is a relevance engine, then it’s biased in failing on its own terms:
how it ranks relevant pages that carry misinformation systematically deviates from
how relevant those pages are. But if the search engine is a relevance-truth engine, then
it’s not biased in failing on its own terms. As we’ve just said, assigning a low rank to
pages that are relevant but carry misinformation need not deviate from how relevant
and true the content of those pages is.

Because how a search engine ranks pages may amount to bias if the search en-
gine has one aim but not if it has another, some questions about whether bias is worth
avoiding amount to questions about what aim a search engine should have. For exam-
ple, would it be cause for concern that a relevance engine is biased in failing on its own
terms if it systematically assigns a low rank to pages that are relevant but carry misin-
formation? This is a question, ultimately, of the extent to which the aim of relevance
alone is worth pursuing in the first place. It is a question of whether the terms of a
relevance engine are worth succeeding on.

6 What’s in an aim?

The aim of a given search engine is central inmy accounts of search neutrality and bias.
So far, I have worked with a rough and ready understanding of a search engine’s aim.
This understanding needs refining. We should not talk simply of the aim of a search
engine, as I have been doing. We can, for example, distinguish between a search en-
gine’s intended aim, what the search engine’s operator intends the search engine to do,
and its a stated aim, what the operator says that the search engine is doing. Imagine
a search engine operator that claims that its search engine is designed to return rele-
vant results, but which secretly serves the interests of a political party, the S Party. The
system’s stated aim is to return relevant results. Its intended aim is to return relevant
results except when relevant results would harm the S Party.

We can characterize neutrality and bias for each of these aims, and in turn, ask
and answer all of the same questions I’ve posed in the preceding sections about neu-
trality and bias. Take, for example, my characterization of failing-on-its-own-terms-
bias. A search engine that aims at relevance fails on its own terms if how it ranks pages
systematically deviates from how relevant those pages are. This characterization—and
likewise for my characterizations of neutrality and exogenous-values bias—can apply
if the aim under consideration is the intended aim or its stated aim. And then if the
aim, either intended or stated, is something other than simply relevance, then neutral-
ity and bias can be characterized in terms of that aim. For example, a search engine
that aims to give results that are relevant except when relevant results would hurt the
interest of the S Party is biased in failing on its own terms if how it ranks pages deviates
from how relevant those pages are except when it would harm the S Party.

Whether a complaint of bias is apt differs depending onwhich aim is at issue. Imag-
ine that the secretly politicized search systematically assigns very low rankings to pages
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that are highly relevant but that would harm the S Party. In so doing, it systematically
fails on the terms of its stated aim. A complaint of failing-on-its-own-terms bias with
respect to its stated aim is therefore warranted: members of the public, governments,
or corporate competitors can rightfully complain that the search engine is biased. Not
so for a complaint of bias with respect to its intended aim. In systematically assigning
very low rankings to pages that are highly relevant but that would harm the S Party, the
search engine succeeds on the terms of its intended aim; with respect to its intended
aim, it’s not failing-on-its-own-terms biased.

In other cases, a complaint of bias can be apt with respect to the intended aim
but not with respect to the stated aim. Imagine that the secretly politicized search en-
gine systematically, and unintentionally, does not assign low rankings to pages that
are highly relevant but would harm the female members of the S Party. Such a search
engine systematically fails at its intended aim. It’s thereby failing-on-its-own-terms
biased with respect to that aim. And this bias can engender complaints. Female com-
plaints of the S Party, it’s natural to think, would have standing to complain the search
engine systematically does not afford them the protection that it does for male mem-
bers of the party. The search engine, though, is not thereby biased with respect to its
stated aim. How ranks highly relevant pages that would harm female candidates of the
S Party does not systematically deviate (or deviate at all) fromhow relevant those pages
are.

A search engine’s intended aim and its stated aim may not be the only aims we
can attribute to it. If there were a law, for example, that required search engines to give
simply relevant results, the legally-required aim of a search engine subject to that law
would be to deliver simply relevant results. My ambition is not to catalogue what kinds
of aims a given search engine might have. Rather, I am concerned to point out that
different kinds of bias are indexed to different aims, and so that in evaluating claims
of bias, we must have in view the aim to which that bias is indexed. The same goes not
just for failing-on-its-own-terms bias, but also exogenous-values bias, and indeed also
for claims about neutrality.

I what follows, I will for simplicity return to talking simply of the aim of a given
algorithmic system, with the understanding that what I say applies to the system’s in-
tended and stated aims, or any other aim that one might attribute to it.

7 Generalizing

This paper is animated by three questions: What is algorithmic neutrality? Is algorith-
mic neutrality possible? When we have algorithmic neutrality in mind, what can we
learn about algorithmic bias? In §2–6, I discussed these questions in the setting of
search engines. Here in §7, I show how my discussion generalizes to algorithmic sys-
tems of all kinds.

For a given search engine, I used the aim of that search as the central notion with
which to characterize neutrality and bias. For any given algorithmic system, I propose
to likewise use the aim of that system as the central notion with which to characterize
neutrality and bias.
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Consider an algorithm for college admissions. Assume that the algorithm aims
to rank candidates on the basis of merit.What is neutrality for the admissions algo-
rithm? The algorithm is neutral only if values other than merit play no role in how the
algorithm ranks candidates. Is neutrality possible for the admissions algorithm? No.
Merit underdetermines how to rank candidates, since merit—like relevance—is (one
would think) a multidimensional concept. And so values other than merit must play a
role in ranking candidates. Neutrality is impossible.When we have neutrality for the
admissions algorithm in mind, what can we learn about bias? Bias comes in at least
two kinds, each with its own normative complexion. The algorithm is biased in failing
on its own terms if how it ranks certain kinds of candidates deviates systematically
from how much merit those candidates have. (For example, the algorithm might sys-
tematically rank female candidates lower than male candidates who have less merit.)
The algorithm is exogenous-values biased if values other than merit play a role in how
the algorithm ranks candidates.

More generally, take any given algorithmic system.What is neutrality for the sys-
tem? The system is neutral only if no values—other than the system’s aim—play a role
in how the system delivers its results.

Is it possible for the system to be neutral? The answer is “no” if the system’s aim
underdetermines how to deliver the system’s results. We have seen that underdetermi-
nation arises if the system’s aim is multidimensional. Underdetermination has many
other sources too, of which I will canvas some. Because underdetermination is perva-
sive, neutrality is impossible for many—if not most—algorithmic systems.

Underdeterminationmay arise if a system’s aim involves an arbitrary threshold.12

Consider an algorithm—similar to the Family Screening Tool used by the Department
of Human Services in Allegheny, Pennsylvania (Allegheny County, 2022)—for use in
a foster care system. The algorithm, imagine, is used to identify whether it’s safe for
a child in foster care to return to their original family or guardians. In particular, the
aim of the system is to categorize children as at a low, medium, or high risk of being
abused if they were to return. How likely must abuse be for a child to be categorized as
at high risk? 10%? 20%? 21%? 50%? In other words, what is the threshold of high risk?
Likewise, what are the thresholds for low risk and medium risk? The aim of categoriz-
ing children at low, medium, or high risk itself underdetermines what these thresholds
are, and so underdetermines how to categorize children.

Underdeterminationmay arise if the system hasmultiple aims.13 Imagine an algo-
rithm for use in pre-trial detention decisions in the U.S. judicial system, along the lines
of those that are in fact widely used (Angwin et al., 2016). Such decisions are supposed
to be based on two factors: if the defendant is released, whether they will commit a
crime (likelihood of recidivism) and whether they will fail to appear for a future court
appearance (likelihood of flight). Our algorithm assigns a defendant a single score—
based on likelihood of recidivism and likelihood of flight—that is supposed to represent
their aptness for pretrial detention. In other words, the algorithm aims to assign scores
on the basis of both the likelihood of recidivism and the likelihood of flight. These two

12Johnson (fc) makes a similar point.
13See (Fazelpour and Danks, 2021) for a similar point.
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aims underdetermine how to assign scores to candidates. Imagine that one defendant
has slightly higher risk of recidivism than another while having a slightly lower risk of
flight. Which defendant should receive a higher risk score, or should they receive the
same score? This is a matter of how to weight likelihood of recidivism and likelihood of
risk against each other. To resolve it, we cannot appeal to the dual aims of predicting
recidivism risk and predicting flight risk, since these two aims “disagree” with one an-
other. The aims of predicting recidivism risk and flight risk therefore underdetermine
how to assign scores to defendants.

Underdetermination may arise from other sources still. Dotan (2020) and John-
son (fc), among others, show how various scientific practices have direct analogues in
algorithmic systems. (Dotan, for example, discusses how questions of scientific theory
choice also arise in developingmachine learning algorithms.) After all, algorithmic sys-
tems often aim to get at the truth—for example, they aim to predict whether someone
will commit a crime or fail to appear for a court date. In §2, I noted that many claim
that the aim of truth underdetermines how to conduct certain scientific practices. Sup-
pose such claims are true. Then, Dotan and Johnson show, also true will be analogous
claims that the aim of truth in an analogous algorithmic system underdetermines how
that system delivers its results.

Turn now to our third question: What can neutrality teach us about bias in a
given algorithmic system? The system can be exogenous-values biased—with values
other than the system’s aim either overriding that aimor complementing it. The system
can also be biased in failing on its own terms—such bias is only worth avoiding if those
terms are worth succeeding on.

In closing, I will recap and synthesize what we gain from my characterizations of
algorithmic neutrality and bias. For contrast, consider authors, like Dotan and John-
son, who are concerned the distinction between epistemic and non-epistemic values
in algorithmic systems. Such authors are usually concerned with the important ques-
tion of whether non-epistemic values play certain roles in algorithmic systems (just as
many in the philosophy of science literature are concernedwith the question ofwhether
non-epistemic values play a role in core scientific practices).

My concern is different. I am not concerned with the epistemic–non-epistemic
distinction per se, but rather with the endogenous–exogenous distinction. These two
distinctions are not the same. For example, consider my argument in §5 that if truth
plays a role in howpages are ranked by a search engine that aims at relevance, then that
search engine is thereby not neutral. For such a system, an epistemic value (truth) is
exogenous. However, when the aim of an algorithmic system is to get at the truth, the
two distinctions perfectly align. For such a system, epistemic values are endogenous
and non-epistemic values are exogenous.

The endogenous–exogenous distinction does important work, as we’ve seen throu-
ghout the paper. As I argued in §2, the distinction is central to a general characteriza-
tion of neutrality, of which scientific neutrality and algorithmic neutrality are instances.
And, as we also saw in §2, the public, legal, and academic debates over search neutrality
are about whether values other than relevance—exogenous values—play a role in how
a search engine ranks pages.
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The endogenous–exogenous distinction plays a starring role in my characteriza-
tions of twoof the three notions I’ve introduced—algorithmic neutrality and exogenous-
values bias. In closing, I’ll reflect on the third notion, failing-on-its-own-terms bias. By
identifying certain forms of bias as a failure on the algorithm’s own terms, we can do
various things. We can, for example, better respond to defenses of algorithmic bias.
Some defend bias in a given algorithm—see e.g. the “Grimmelmann-style defense” in
§4.1—by maintaining that it’s not the algorithm itself that is biased, but rather the
world that surrounds it. So, the defense continues, it’s not the algorithm itself—or its
developer—that’s at fault, but rather the biased world. When we identify an algorithm
as failing-on-its-own-terms biased, though, it’s clear that the algorithm can criticized
on its own terms. The algorithm, or its developers, unequivocally are at fault: it’s not
merely the world that is biased, but also the algorithm itself. The notion of failing-on-
its-own-terms bias has further use. It makes vivid that certain forms of bias in an algo-
rithmic system are only worth avoiding if the aim of the system is worth pursuing.
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